Quiz questions

Which of the following is NOT one of the Crusader States:

a. principality of Antioch  
b. County of Edessa  
c. principality of Cilicia  
d. County of Tripoli

Saladin took Jerusalem in the year:

a. 1099  
b. 1137  
c. 1148  
d. 1187

The Crusaders attacked Damascus in the year:

a. 1099  
b. 1137  
c. 1148  
d. 1187

Anna Comnena wrote the Alexiad about her

a. uncle  
b. husband  
c. brother  
d. father

In Tuesday’s reading, we read that Reynald of Chatillon, ruler of Antioch, was forced in 1158 to “lie in the dust at the feet of” Emperor Manuel. We also read about Reynald when he:

a. was beheaded by Saladin in 1187  
b. fought against Saladin in 1171  
c. defied John II in Constantinople in 1144  
d. called for the second crusade in 1144

In Today’s reading we discover that Saladin was buried in:

a. Damascus  
b. Cairo  
c. Mecca  
d. Jerusalem

Emperor John II attacked which Crusader-held city?

a. Antioch  
b. Aleppo  
c. Karak  
d. Jerusalem

Anna Comnena was related to Emperor John II, she was his

a. wife  
b. sister  
c. aunt  
d. mother

In the film, we saw that Reynald of Chatillon was beheaded by Saladin, but in our reading for last week, we also read about Reynald in 1158 when he was “forced to curl up like a puppy” at Emperor Manuel’s “red-slippered feet.” This was when Reynald was in charge of:

Reynald had also attacked this island, later taken by Richard Lionheart:

a. Malta  b. Crete  c. Cyprus  d. Rhodes

Harris’ general argument regarding Byzantine operations in the Crusader states is that:

a. Despite appearances, the Crusaders were lying to the Byzantines
b. Despite appearances, the Byzantines were lying to the Crusaders
c. The Byzantines were after recognition, while the Crusaders wanted land
d. The Crusaders were after recognition, while the Byzantines wanted land

William, Archbishop of Tyre, is famous for:

a. Writing a history of the Roman Emperors in Greek
b. Writing a history of the Crusades in Latin
c. Healing the sick
d. Stealing the true cross

In today’s reading, Sibylla, former Queen of Jerusalem, wrote a letter to:

a. warn Emperor Isaac II not to trust Frederick Barbarossa
b. warn Frederick Barbarossa not to trust Emperor Isaac II
c. warn Saladin not to trust Emperor Isaac
d. all of the above

In today’s reading we discover that Saladin’s alliance with Isaac II:

a. led to Isaac’s control of Jerusalem
b. led to Frederick Barbarossa’s control of Jerusalem
c. was held by Latin historians to be real, but in fact never occurred
d. was held by Greek historians to be fake, but in fact was real
7. Nicaea
8. The Holy Lance was found here in 1098

geographical locations – small letters

9. County of Tripoli
10. Cyprus